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Right away, someone is going to object, citing two reasons, (1) that all of Cain’s
descendants were drowned in Noah’s flood, and (2) that Genesis 4:1 says that Adam
was Cain’s father. As for Adam being Cain’s father, Genesis 4:1 is known to be a
corrupt passage, and nothing can be proved by quoting it. As for all of Cain’s
descendants being drowned in Noah’s flood, Scripture makes it quite clear that they
were not.
All we need to do is go to Genesis 15:19-21 where it states: “ 19 The Kenites,
and the Kenizzites, and the Kadmonites, 20 And the Hittites, and the Perizzites,
and the Rephaims, 21 And the Amorites, and the Canaanites, and the Girgashites,
and the Jebusites.” The first mentioned of these ten nations are the Kenites, and
Strong assigns them the numbers 7017 and 7014 thusly: Strong’s #7017 is: “ Qênîy ...
or ... Qînîy ... patronymic from 7014; a Kenite or member of the tribe of Kajin:– Kenite.”
And 7014 is: “ Qayin ... Kajin, the name of the first child ...:– Cain, Kenite(-s).” The
timing for this chapter is contemporary with Yahweh’s first appearance to Abram
(Abraham) to give to him an inheritance. This would have been several hundred years
after Noah’s flood, and Cain’s descendants were still alive and kicking.
With this paper, we’ll demonstrate that the mexicans of today are an arab
people, therefore it will be necessary to study the many origins of the arabs. Also, the
bad-fig-jews are an arab people, and it will be through the jews that we will be able to
trace the mexicans back to Cain, who was the offspring of Eve fathered by Satan. Let’s
now get started:
From the 1980 Collier’s Encyclopedia, volume 2, page 398, under the topic
“ Arabs ”, we read the following: “ The people of the Arab world have no single origin.
Although Arab culture was associated in early times with the Arabian Peninsula, over
the centuries many different peoples have become Arabized through adoption of the
Arabic language and other features of Arab culture. For nearly all Arabization was
through Islam, the major religion of the Arab world. The Arabs are as diverse physically
as they are in ethnic origin. There is no Arab ‘ racial type.’ Some Arabs do fit the
stereotyped picture, lean and ‘ hawk-nosed,’ with darkish skin and black hair, but these
features are in no sense typical. Negroid Arabs are similar in appearance to subSaharan Africans, and light-skinned Arabs are physically indistinguishable from most
Europeans.”
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If arabs are indistinguishable from “ most Europeans ”, it is only that, due to the
conquests of Islam, most of the southern Europeans are actually now arabs by blood.
You will notice here that the arabs have an infusion of negroid in them. We will later see
that there was also an infusion of negroid among the mexicans. Scripture is violently
opposed to racially-mixed mamzers, who are considered “ unclean ”, and therefore
sewer-people. Again from the 1980 Collier’s Encyclopedia, volume 13, page 310, under
the topic “ Islam ”, we read the following:
“... The term Islam refers not only to the religion but also to the entire body of
believers and the countries they live in. Among the predominantly Muslim nations of the
modern world are Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, Mauritania, Chad, Egypt, the
Sudan, Syria, Iraq, Saudi Arabia and the other states of the Arabian peninsula, Turkey,
Albania, Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Malaysia, and Indonesia. Large
Muslim communities exist in Lebanon, Yugoslavia, the Soviet Union, China, India, and
the Philippines. There is hardly a region that does not have a Muslim community.
“ The youngest of the world’s great religions, Islam developed in Arabia, in an
area that was one of the most significant melting-pots revealed by history, and the great
religious enthusiasm of the peoples living there was thereby diffused and given a
universal character ...” [emphasis mine]
Again from the 1980 Collier’s Encyclopedia, volume 13, under the topic “ Islam ”,
and the sub-topic “ Central Beliefs ”, of which there are five that are termed
“ affirmations ”, central to basic Moslem doctrine. The “ fifth affirmation ” is of utmost
interest to us here and reads as follows on page 311:
“ Fifth, the community of believers includes all who reverence Allah, His Prophet,
Book, and the Day of Judgment. This is the celebrated brotherhood of Islam in which all
barriers of race, color, tongue, and status are broken.”
Another people descended from the arabs are the mexicans. They are a result of
the Spanish explorers who had arabs and jews among them, and they still speak
Spanish today. Again from the 1980 Collier’s Encyclopedia, volume 16, page 80, under
the topic “ Mexico ”, and the sub-topic “ Ethnic Origins and Language ”, we read the
following:
“ An estimated 300,000 Spaniards entered Mexico during the three centuries of
colonial rule. They mixed with the Indians, producing the mestizo element which today
predominates in the Mexican population. Most of the Negroes, estimated at less than
200,000, who were brought during the colonial period to work in the mines and on the
plantations have been absorbed into the population.” This same article points out that
there were “ more than 700 tribal groups ” and “ 100 different languages ” among the
Mexican-Indian element alone. Remember, the Hebrew word (!HUHE) means “ mingled ”.
Again, from the 1980 Collier’s Encyclopedia, volume 17, page 80, under the topic
“ Muslims ”, and the sub-topic “ The Ommiad Caliphate of Spain ”, we read the following:
“... So many native Christians adopted Islam and intermarried with the
conquerors that the original Muslim stock was thoroughly blended with the local peoples
...” Therefore, we don’t have to guess as to the general makeup of the 300,000
Spaniards who blended with the mexican-indians. All one need do is brush up on his
history.
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One cannot fully comprehend the racial makeup of the arabs and jews unless he
understands the history of Egypt from A.D. 639 until the time of Napoleon I in 1798.
The history of Egypt during this period is essentially the history of the entire Middle
East. Genghis Khan, in his exploits, left a mongol genetic flavor to the population
wherever he conquered new territory. Egypt, during this period, found herself under
various ruler-ships. In A.D. 639 the arabs invaded Egypt and came to power. Next were
the Fatimids in A.D. 909. After this came the Ayyubids in 1174. Then in 1517 A.D. came
the Mamelukes, followed by the Ottomans when Egypt was governed from Istanbul. If
you don’t understand the history of the Middle East during this period, don’t pretend
you know all about the arabs and jews today!
In the 1200’ s, Genghis Khan sold a company of slaves to the Sultan of Egypt,
made up of turks and Circassians (people who inhabited the Caucasus, not to be
confused with the White Caucasians), to become the Sultan’s body guards, and were
also trained as soldiers. Soon the Mamelukes overthrew the Egyptian Sultan and put
their own sultan in power. The Mameluke sultans then overran Asia Minor, Syria, and
the island of Cyprus. In the wake of all these arab and turk exploits, the various
populations were left with a multiracial flavor, actually genetic hybrid mutants.
Mohammed, a half-jew, founder of Islam, was born at Mecca Aug. 20, 570 A.D.
At age 40, he claimed a revelation from Gabriel and launched a hybrid religion. Gaining
adherents and an army, he soon conquered all of Arabia and summoned Persia,
Abyssinia and Constantinople to embrace his religion, but died before taking on Asia
Minor and the Roman Empire. After his death, his fanatical followers pressed into
Egypt, Palestine, Persia and Syria, and 50 years later moved into North Africa and
Spain, giving the conquered an ultimatum of conversion or the sword, raping the
women as they went. Upon sweeping northward into Spain, at the beckoning of the
jews, they broke the rule of the Visigoths in 711, bringing with them Berbers from Africa,
making Cordova their seat of government. In Spanish history, the term “ Moor ” is used
interchangeably with “ Arab ” and “ Saracen ”. Later the Moorish forces invaded France,
but were defeated at Tours in 732 by Charles Martel, which was a major turning point
in history.
The progress of the Mohammedans northward had continued unchecked for a
distance greater than a thousand miles from Gibraltar, and had they not been stopped
they would have carried the Crescent to the borders of Poland and the Scottish
Highlands. The sedate Gibbon conjectured that the Koran would today be used as the
principal textbook at the University of Oxford.
Destiny had a different plan. The battle-axe, Charles (called the “ hammer ”)
Martel, was not about to allow the Moors’ advance to continue. The Frankish warrior
was already hardened by twenty-four years of service. With this great emergency upon
the kingdom, Charles’ policy was to let the Arabian torrent diffuse itself before
attempting to stem the tide. Here Europe was arrayed against Asia and Africa; the
Cross against the Crescent; Christ against Mohammed. For six days the battle
appeared to favor Islam, but on the seventh day the fierce Germans arose with their
battle-axes upon the lighter soldiery from the south. As night closed, Europe was
victorious, for Abdalrahman their leader was slain. In the confusion of the darkness the
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Moorish warriors rose against each other till sunrise, when the few remaining alive
retreated south.
One would think that Charles Martel would have received the highest honors the
Christian world could bestow! But just the opposite occurred after the victory. Martel, in
raising and equipping his army, had been obliged to appropriate the treasures of
several churches, and the unthankful clergy never forgave him, but consigned him to
hellfire. As far as the church was concerned, the hero of Poitiers could roast in
purgatory’s flame. [Gleaned partly from the Cyclopædia of Universal History by John
Clark Ridpath, volume II, pages 150-152.]
Henry H. Halley, in his Bible Handbook, page 717: “ Mohammed (A.D. 570-632),
in Mecca, Arabia, declared himself to be The Prophet of God, and set out, at the head
of an army, to propagate his religion by the Sword. Soon the world of Arabia was
conquered. Mohammedan armies, under successive leaders, swept on in their
conquest. Syria fell (A.D. 634), Jerusalem (A.D. 637), Egypt (A.D. 638), Persia (A.D.
640), North Africa (A.D. 689).
“ Asian and African Christianity, thus swept away, Mohammedans moved into
Europe. Spain fell (A.D. 711). Then they headed on into France, where, at Tours, the
Mohammedan Army was met and defeated (A.D. 732), by Charles Martel, grandfather
of Charlemagne. EXCEPT FOR THAT VICTORY, CHRISTIANITY MIGHT HAVE BEEN
ENTIRELY EXTERMINATED FROM THE EARTH.”
Most, if not all of the arabs, including the bad-fig-jews, are descendants of Cain,
whom by the seduction of Eve was sired by Satan. They represent the war of the seed
of the woman against the seed of the serpent at Genesis 3:15. The assault of the arab
Mohammedans on White Europe was a major collision of these two forces, presaged at
Dan. 8:9-12: & Rev. 9:1-21. Today the invasion of the mexicans into America is another
major phase of that great war, presaged at Isa. 56:9-12 & Jer. 31:27. Thus the
mexicans (like the bad-fig-jews) are devils in shoe leather. Every male mexican
crossing our southern border represents a penis looking for a White woman to
impregnate in order to pollute our race! They’ re unclean creatures! They’ re sewerpeople!
Biblically speaking, those of “ mingled ” or “ mixed ” ethnicity are in the same
category with the arabs, (cf. Ezra 9:2; Dan. 2:43; Exod. 12:38 Neh. 13:3; Jer. 25:20, 24;
50:37; 1 Kings 10:15 & Ezek. 30:5). By this criteria, mexicans are indeed arabs. One
must understand that with Cortez and succeeding Spanish explorers, over a period of
three centuries, with an influx of 300,000 men, there were many arabs, turks and badfig-jews. Most of these mixed with the various Indian tribes among them: Aztec,
Misteca-Zapoteca, Maya, Othomi, Totonac, Tarasco, Apache, Matlan-zingo, Chontal,
Mixeca, Zoque, Guaicuro, Opata-Pima, Tapijulapa, Seri and Huavi, Chichimec, Toltec,
Huasteco and Otomis, which were also “ unclean ” sewer-people. From the bad-fig-jews
in this witches’ brew came also the ten Canaanite nation admixture spoken of at Gen.
15:19-21 cited previously. Both bad-fig-jews and arabs have this Canaanite admixture!
And thanks to the Spanish explorers, the mexicans also have this same Canaanite
admixture. The next time you observe a mexican, remember he is part Canaanite!
Sewer-people? You bet they are! And White Israel was commissioned to exterminate
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them; man, woman and child – everyone that breathed! The next time you are out
shopping and spy some mexican child mixed with White, Yahweh has commanded they
are going to die! Because White Israel didn’t do that while in the land of Canaan,
Yahweh put that directive on hold so the Canaanites could become thorns in our sides
and pricks in our eyes. So the bad-fig-jews are pricks and thorns; arabs and turks are
pricks and thorns; and mexicans are pricks and thorns! (Josh. 23:12-13) And both
Yahshua Christ Himself and Paul called those of Canaanite extraction “ dogs ”, so the
bad-fig-jews are dogs; the arabs and turks are dogs; and the mexicans are dogs! So not
only are they sewer-people, but they are also dog-people! Therefore, every White
woman (or man as far as that goes) who jumps into bed with a mexican (or anyone of a
nonwhite race), should be disinherited by their parents ! That means to throw them out
on the street and tell them never to return home again! If the parent doesn’ t, the next
thing he will know, he’ ll have a house full of mexicans, and they’ ll throw him and his
wife out in the street!
By the way, The Reader’s Great Encyclopedic Dictionary defines mestizo as: “...
(mes·t ´]À) n. pl. ·zos or ·zoes Any one of mixed blood; in Mexico and the western
United States, a person of Spanish and Indian blood: also called Ladino (def. 2). Also
mes·te´Vo, mes·ti´Qo (-QÀ). [<Sp. <LL misticius < L mixtus pp. of miscere to mix] —
mes·di´]a ] E) n. fem.” (“ Ladino ” = “ Judeo-Spanish ”, or “ Judezmo ”.) This definition is
quite good, except “ Spanish blood ” doesn’t express the entire picture of the arab, turk
and bad-fig-jew blood! Actually the original pureblooded Spaniards were Iberian White
people. So this definition can only apply to Spain as it was occupied by the turk & arab
Mohammedans after its conquest by the Saracens. So it’s not entirely a mixture of
“ Spanish and Indian ”, but a mixture of arab, turk, bad-fig-jew and Indian blood; and
don’t forget the negroid!
THE BIBLICAL CONNECTION OF
THE BAD-FIG-JEWS AND ARABS TO CAIN AND SATAN
First of all, Eve’s temptation in the Garden of Eden wasn’t that she eat some
kind of fruit from a wooden tree. Rather, Satan seduced Eve and enticed her to have
sexual intercourse with him, which resulted in the birth of Cain. Though the definition for
the tree she ate from in the Hebrew can mean a wooden tree, in this case it is a
Hebrew idiom for a racial family tree. Also the term for “ eat ” at this passage is a
Hebrew idiom for sexual intercourse. So what happened was that Satan enticed Eve to
have sexual intercourse with him, and Cain was born from that union. Some object to
this interpretation, but “ eat ” also means sexual intercourse at Proverbs 30:20 where it
states: “ Such is the way of an adulterous woman; she eateth, and wipeth her
mouth, and saith, I have done no wickedness.” Now this verse is not speaking of
wiping the “ mouth ” on the woman’s face, but of wiping her vagina. Are we also
supposed to believe that this woman ate from a wooden tree? Maybe she had to wipe
the apple juice off!
Remember, Yahweh told Eve not only not to “ eat ” of the tree, but also not to
“ touch ”. Not only does the word “ eat ” sometimes have sexual connotations, but
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also the word “ touch ” , which is #5060, naga, to touch; also to have sexual
intercourse. This is supported the following two Scriptures, Genesis 26:10-11:
“ 10 And Abimelech said, What is this thou hast done unto us? one of the
people might have LIEN (lain) WITH THY WIFE, and thou shouldest have brought
guiltiness upon us. 11 And Abimelech charged all his people, saying, He that
TOUCHETH this man or his wife shall surely be put to death.”
Genesis 20:6: “ And Yahweh singular-Elohim said unto him in a dream. Yea,
I know that thou didst this in the integrity of thy heart; for I also withheld thee
from sinning against me: therefore suffered I thee not to TOUCH her.” With these
two verses, it should be quite clear that the term “ touch ” is a Hebrew idiom
sometimes used to mean sexual intercourse. One would not be very bright to argue
otherwise, yet there are some who do.
Paul of Tarsus used this same Hebrew idiom when writing at 2 Corinthians 6:17,
where he stated: “ Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye separate,
saith Yahweh, and TOUCH not the unclean thing; and I will receive you.” So you
will understand it, I will amplify it: “ Wherefore come out from among [the bad-figjews, arabs, turks, mexicans, mongolians, negroids and all nonwhites and mongrels of
all kinds], and be ye [segregated], saith Yahweh, and [have no social or sexual
intercourse with] the unclean [races]; and I will receive you.”
Yahshua Christ Himself agreed that the bad-fig-jews were indeed the
descendants of Cain when He said at Luke 11:50-51:“ 50 That the blood of all the
prophets, which was shed from the foundation of the world, may be required of
this race; 51 From the blood of Abel unto the blood of Zacharias, which perished
between the altar and the temple: verily I say unto you, It shall be required of this
race.” What race? The race of Cain, of course! Who else but Cain murdered Abel? It
would have been criminal on the part of Yahshua Christ had the people He was
addressing this to not literally been guilty of the murder of Abel. Furthermore, Christ
would have become guilty of bearing false witness, and no better than a common liar.
About 125 B.C., most of the Edomites in southern Judaea had converted to
Judaism. The following is from Josephus’ Antiquities 13:9:1: “... Hyrcanus took also
Dora and Marissa, cities of Idumea, and subdued all the Idumeans; and permitted them
to stay in that country, if they would circumcise their genitals, and make use of the laws
of the Jews; and they were so desirous of living in the country of their forefathers, that
they submitted to the use of circumcision, and the rest of the Jewish ways of living; at
which time therefore this befell them, that they were hereafter no other than Jews.”
Thus, by the time of Christ, a good portion of the jews living in Judaea were actually
Edomites!
We only have to go one step further to understand that Esau had taken Hittite
wives of the ten Canaanite nations. At Genesis 15:19-21 are listed ten Canaanite
nations and they race-mixed so much that at Deut. 7:1-2, there are only seven. The
Kenites, Kenizzites and Rephaims were completely absorbed by the other seven
nations of this group from which the bad-fig-jews are extracted. From this point on,
every Canaanite nation had absorbed the Kenites; Cain’s genetic bloodline. At Deut.
7:1 they are listed as, “... the Hittites, and the Girgashites, and the Amorites, and the
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Canaanites, and the Perizzites, and the Hivites, and the Jebusites ...” At Ezra 9:1 they
are listed as, “... the Canaanites, the Hittites, the Perizzites, the Jebusites, the
Ammonites, the Moabites, the Egyptians, and the Amorites.” These all have one thing
in common: Cain’s blood.
Not only are the bad-fig-jews descended from these named Canaanite nations,
but also the arabs. And this is also the bloodline of the mexicans! They all come from a
slightly different angle, but the results are very similar. The one thing they all have in
common is, they are all descended from Cain, whose father was Satan (Sammael). As
for the other races, they are all, one way or another, Satanic in nature. If you don’t think
so, just read Psalm 83! The list is too long to include here. But of special notice at verse
6 are the tabernacles of Edom, representing the bad-fig-jews. Also mentioned are the
Ishmaelites who have long since been arabized. And Amalek was also an Edomite.
There is a lot of conjecture today of how we might protect our southern border,
but the only answer is found at Deut. 7:2-3. This is the only remedy!
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